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Thank You!

Perhaps because the Grand Traverse Regional Land Conservancy
turns twenty next June, I have been reflecting upon what is
probably the boldest claim we make as a land trust: we protect
land forever. Not for just twenty years, or even for a hundred years.
“In perpetuity” is the timeframe and standard of permanence
that is our obligation.
Recently I hiked to the Green Point Dunes overlook and viewed
the spectacular vista of Lake Michigan, dune
shoreline, and coastal forest aflame in the reds,
yellows, and oranges of our autumn splendor and
thought of how different it would be had the onceproposed development taken place. Fortunately,
we’ll never know.
Each time I pass by the former site of the Smith
Barney building at Traverse City’s Open Space, I am
gratified to see people enjoying that land. Similarly, I am almost
giddy with excitement thinking about opening up a one-mile stretch
of shoreline in Acme so that everyone can have access to East
Bay’s magnificent sandy beaches forever.
The magnitude of permanence is not something we take lightly
as we embark on the work of protecting significant lands. Our
decisions are made carefully, as they must be, so that the lasting
impact we have is one that we can be proud of; one that future
generations will be thankful for. I am exceedingly grateful that
you – our generous friends and supporters – are committed to
preserving our region’s unparalleled beauty. Now and forever.

LAND PROTECTION

A C O N SERVA T IO N IS T ’ S FAMIL Y LE G A C Y
Contributed by

Cara McDonald

From the sweeping fields near
his family’s farm house, Jerr y
Heim can gaze out at the
land that is his bir thright. The
rolling parcel south of Traverse
City was once farmed by his
grandfather, Ernie Heim, who
joined the soil conser vation
movement back in the 1940s,
and instilled in his family a deep
love of the landscape—and
passion for protecting it. The
Heim family’s land rambles
over 130 acres, patchworked
by wetlands, meadows, and
northern mesic hardwood
forest. Through it all runs a
sparkling 3,330 foot ribbon of
the Boardman River. It’s a family
treasure, but the Heims needed
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to ensure it was protected,
and that its growing value
wouldn’t become an impossible
financial burden for the family.
Choosing to put their farm
into a conservation easement
allowed the Heim family to
keep the family land in tact,
preserving vital habitats and
wildlife corridors, and ensuring
that Jerry’s kids, nieces, and
nephews would always know
their family’s roots. With
help from the Grand Traverse
Regional Land Conser vancy and
a Clean Michigan Initiative grant,
the easement on the farm was
purchased this summer. The
Heims reside on their adjacent
acreage and still farm the
fields and ramble the woods
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that have nur tured their family
for generations. “I’d hope that
my kids would want to settle
here,” says Jerry. “This is what
they know is home. That’s what
grandpa would want.”

PHOTO BY TODD L. CHURCH

“Michigan’s Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore” by Diana Wege

Contributed by

Cara McDonald

Diana Wege has dedicated her life to preserving
landscapes in her own way—by capturing them on
paper and canvas, and inspiring others to join in
their protection.
A graduate of Syracuse University, Diana studied
under abstract painter John Walker at the Vermont
Studio Center. Her work appears in collections at the
U.S. Department of Interior Museum, The Wilderness
Society, and has been included in exhibitions at the
Grand Rapids Art Museum.

This love of preservation runs in the family—Diana’s
father, Peter Wege, founded the Wege Foundation
in 1967 with the belief that a healthy economy
depends on healthy ecology. The Wege family has
been instrumental in their funding and advocacy for
restoration of the Great Lakes. “Diana and her family
are both visionaries,” says GTRLC executive director
Glen Chown. “Great art like this inspires exploration
and awe for the land, and instills in us an awareness
of our own role in taking care of it.”

GTRLC Board member, Royce Ragland worked with
staff to co-host a reception for Diana honoring
her latest show, “The Land America Leaves Wild,”
August 12th, 2010 at the Dow Center for Visual Arts
building at Interlochen. The exhibit featured collected
works from Wege’s body of landscape paintings of
conservancy or national park properties. It’s not just
a celebration of wild lands, but also of the American
spirit of preservation.
PHOTO BY TODD L. CHURCH

NEWS & EVENTS

WHERE ART AND CONSERVATION COME TOGETHER

Great art like this inspires
exploration and awe for the land,
and instills in us an awareness of
our own role in taking care of it.
– GLEN CHOWN, GTRLC Executive Director
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Diana Wege and Glen Chown
www.gtrlc.org
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t h e v i s i o n i s b e c o m i ng
A RE a l i ty !
On October 28th, the Herbert H. and Grace A.
Dow Foundation awarded a $600,000 gift for
the creation of the Acme Shoreline Park. We are
so grateful for this tremendous leadership gift
for Phase Two of this project, which includes the
purchase and protection of three critical parcels–
the former Mountain Jacks property, the Sun &
Sands Motel, and a vacant lot.
Once upon a time, the idea of this mile-long
shoreline park seemed like an impossible dream.
Thanks to the leadership and support of many,
the momentum continues to grow. The vision is
becoming a reality!
We have also received a $40,000 1-to-1 challenge
gift from philanthropist John Woollam in memory
of his friend, Char Boven. Your contribution to the

Acme Shoreline Park will help match this challenge
and will have a lasting impact on the gateway to our
region and the way that people experience the Grand
Traverse Bay forever!

We have $335,486 left to raise for Phase
Two by June 1, 2011. Please consider making a
secure gift online www.gtrlc.org, or enclose
a gift in the reply envelope. To discuss giving
options, including gifts of stock, please
contact Megan Olds at 929-7911 or by email
at molds@gtrlc.org.

The work that the Grand
Traverse Regional Land
Conservancy is doing
is essential to regional
prosperity efforts. In
the emerging Green
Economy, conservation
is an economic
development strategy.
– Dr. Soji Adelaja, Director,
Michigan State University
Land Policy Institute
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W H AT ’ S Y O U R S H O R E L I N E S T O RY ?

PHOTO BY ANGIE LUCAS

Today we want to hear your story - your Acme
Shoreline story that is. In just six words, tell us
about your most tranquil morning kayak on East
Bay, a day at the beach with your family, a sunset
hike or sail, a kiteboarding ride - your most vivid
and cherished experiences on these beautiful
miles of shoreline, or a vision of what you’d like
that experience to be. We hope to share your
story with others who enjoy and want to create
a new Acme Shoreline Park - now and for future
generations to enjoy. Submit your six-word story
online at www.gtrlc.org.

PHOTO BY ANGIE LUCAS

In the 1920s, Ernest Hemingway was challenged
by friends to write a complete story of his life
in just six-words. The result was something
Hemingway considered his best work. We consider
the protection and stewardship of land across our
region our best and most important work.
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We are so blessed to have
people like Al and Julie Hurd
enter our world. We couldn’t
do what we do without the
support of the many far-fromordinary people, like the Hurds,
who come to us because they
care about the land and make
extraordinary commitments
of their time, talents and
generous financial support to
help us preserve and take care
of it forever.
– MEGAN OLDS, Associate Director

Al and Julie Hurd

GIVING

“ ORDI N AR Y PEOPLE . ” E X T RAORDI N AR Y LEADERSHIP .
In March of 2007, Al Hurd saw an article about
the Sevald property in his local paper, the Antrim
Review (see accompanying story). He contacted the
Conservancy and talked at length with Land Protection
Specialist Todd Vigland and others about the project.
Concerned about increasing development in the area,
Al and his wife, Julie, decided to pledge $200,000
toward the purchase, ultimately covering nearly 100%
of Antrim County’s match requirement for a Michigan
Natural Resources Trust Fund grant which was
later secured.
Al and Julie met in high school, married while in
college and eventually bought 20 acres of the original
Ellison homestead near Shanty Creek in 1976.
They used the old farmhouse as a vacation retreat
for a number of years. They built a new house in
2003, complete with a studio for Julie, who is an
accomplished fiber artist, extensive landscaping beds,
and a large garden where they grow organic produce.
They lived and worked in the Chicago area, retiring to
Antrim County in 2005.
“We have always been avid out-of-doors people,”
says Julie. Both enjoy gardening, skiing, snowshoeing
and hiking, and are active volunteers. Julie leads
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wildflower hikes at Grass River Natural Area and
Al is a very active volunteer with the Conservancy,
dedicating hundreds of hours as a preserve, trail and
lead shop steward, among other projects.
“Both Al and I know the value of giving, since we both
worked in the nonprofit and academic worlds. It’s a
great feeling knowing we could afford to do this. In
a way it was blind luck that we became aware of the
Conservancy’s efforts to protect the Sevald property
right around the time our accountant was explaining to
us the tax benefits of making a significant gift. It was
a perfect match with our own values.”
Their generous gift made it possible to create what
will now be known as the Glacial Hills Pathway and
Natural Area.
“We’d like people to know that you don’t have to be
a trust fund baby or a captain of industry to make
a significant difference to a project you care about.
Al and I have lived comfortably, but frugally, our
entire lives and are now enjoying the satisfaction
of supporting some of the organizations that have
enriched our lives.”

PHOTO BY JOHN ROBERT WILLIAMS

Glacial Hills Pathway and Natural Area

W HE N PERSEVERA N C E PA Y S OFF – B I G
LAND PROTECTION

Glacial Hills Dream is Finally Realized
Contributed by

Cara McDonald

The acreage had been in the
Sevald family for years—
hardwood forest, wetland
habitats, mesic forest and
shrub thicket, spread out like
a blanket around the town of
Bellaire. Here great horned
owls and eagles nest, and
threatened red-shoulder hawks
wheel and glide above the 345
acres of critical habitat right in
the hear t of the Chain-of-Lakes.
When William Sevald passed
away in 2003, his son Mark

Sevald approached GTRLC: The
family’s wish, and first choice,
was to generously offer the land
for conser vation purchase.

That was seven years ago.
Since then, what’s now called
the Glacial Hills Pathway and
Natural Area project has taken
plenty of twists and turns.
“Those of us who work in
land preser vation know how
much patience, diligence, and
waiting this takes,” says Matt
McDonough, Director of Land
Protection for GTRLC. But for an
anxious public and enthusiastic
7

donors, the delays can seem
endless and frustrating. Why do
land deals sometimes stretch
on, even when donors, local
government, and community are
all on board? “A majority of our
land acquistion deals do not
end up as Conser vancy-owned
nature preser ves—they are
community-assist projects and
involve governmental par tners,”
McDonough says. “We often
handle the negotiations with
the landowners, coordinate
the appraisals, environmental
assessments, complicated
Continued on page 8
www.gtrlc.org

GIVING
title work. We also help write the
grants—both to the Michigan
Natural Resources Trust fund and
private funders—and draft proper ty
management plans,” he explains.
“We can spend 30 to 40 percent
of our time any given year working
with local governments, helping
them preser ve land. Those deals
can take an incredible amount of
time because of the necessar y
bureaucratic processes involved.”

In the case of Glacial Hills, the
deal became sweeter—but much
more complicated—when an
oppor tunity arose to involve both
Antrim County and Forest Home
Township in ownership, and to
consolidate the Sevalds’ land with
other fragmented holdings into a
contiguous 763-acre publicly owned
block.

Added to the multiple ownership
factor were delays at the
state level. “We do spend a
lot of time navigating approvals
– grant approvals, legislative
appropriations, State approval
of all the paper work including
the appraisals and title work; the
list goes on,” says McDonough.
And with recent cuts and staffing

reductions at the DNR, major
delays ensued—the necessar y title
work took sixteen months to be
reviewed and approved.

The good news? After seven
years, the deal is all but done.
The county’s por tion of the sale is
closed, with the township’s por tion
set to close by the end of the year.
Now, within a mile of the town of
Bellaire lies more that 700 acres
of gorgeous rolling forest open to
the community. “It’s a place to
walk, hike, go out and run your
dog,” says McDonough. “This can
be what the VASA is to Traverse
City—the community can host a ski
or bike race, and those events can
be economic drivers.”

The results are more than worth
the sometimes rocky road to
completion. “It’s impor tant to
keep perspective,” McDonough
says. “At the end of the day, we
have a 100% success rate securing
trust fund money to make deals
like this happen. And through deals
like this we’ve brought more than
$50 million of trust fund moneys
into our community. We always get
it done.”

“While restricted gifts for
designated projects are in
some ways easier to justify
from an emotional standpoint,
we have chosen to continue
our unrestricted gift in these
difficult times because we
have come to realize that the
‘showpiece’ projects don’t
happen by themselves. If the
Conservancy is unable to
survive and thrive, the projects
themselves won’t happen or
will wither on the vine. We
cannot tell you how impressed
we have been with your efforts
– in fact, we have never met
a Conservancy employee that
did not impress and deliver
beyond expectations. We want
you to be able to continue
your efforts to preserve all
that makes this region so
special – those efforts require
“unrestricted” gifts and gifts
to projects. We want you to
know we will continue to be
there for both.”
- Kathleen and Bob Garvey
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Continued from page 7

LAND CHAMPIONS

MEMORIALS

Providing reliable resources that allow us to fulfill our
mission, Land Champions make convenient, monthly
donations by credit card or through a checking account.
Their continual commitment and generosity helps
ensure consistency in our work to preserve the very
best of our region. Thank you, Land Champions:
Joannie Abbott

Josephine “Jody” Marquis

Erin Anderson

Michael McCrary

Joe & Kathryn Anderson

Jane McKune

Robert & Nancy Baglan

Thomas & Judith Mich

Marcia Bellinger & Irv Stoner

Eileen Milner

Warren & Barbara Berthelsen

Barb & Gregory Mort*

Rosaleen & Richard Borton

Anne Mudgett &
Scott Furgueson

Anne E. Brasie
Karl & Lauri Brockmiller
Jo Bullis
Diane & Everett Chambers
Glen & Rebecca Chown
Julie Clynes & Billy Hoxie
Joseph & Leslie Cook
Robert & Karin Cooney
Thomas Crampton
Carole Donaldson
Chad & Monica Evans
Gordon & Barbara Evans
David Foley &
		
Margaret Willman
George & Mary Ford
Mark & Mary Beth Gentry
Jeremy & Anni Gibson
Mark A. Gilmore
Jack Hood
Cindy & Douglas Hull
David & Christine Jaymes
Donald & Barbara King
Jean & Walt Kretzmann

Richard & Marilyn Mumaw
Megan & Andy Olds
		
Steve H. Perdue,
Grand Traverse Industries
Mary C. Pratt
George & Heather Rinkel
Michael & Libby Robold
Sally L. Rodgers
John & Suzette Sanborn
Kristen Schaub
Joan Sheard & Myrna Yeakle
Steve & Carol Shuckra
Chris & Ali Sullivan
Ward & Francoise Swingle
Paul Thomas
Howard & Diane Walker
Diane L. Wilbur
Wendy Wolfe &
Paul Wawrzynek
Jesse & Molly Wolff
Birgit Yetter

Wally Chappel
Ann Rogers

Paul Kauffman
Helen Sullivan

Violet Claude
Kenneth & Diane Lahti

Oscar Kraft
Richard & Melanie Taylor

Mary “Tella” Colburn
Keith & Bobbie Counsell

Perin Langdon
Harley & Sladie Morrison

Gilbert Danielson
Dr. Hall & Margaret Ketchum

Ned Lea
Harley & Sladie Morrison

Judith A. Desenberg
Rick & Enid Grauer

Robert H. Lyons
Marjorie E. Lyons

Suzanne Dowden
Constance Riopelle

Michael Mathis
Harley & Sladie Morrison

Dr. Rolando M.
Fajardo
Rico Fajardo

Gordon & Cease
Peschke
Alan & Lenore Hutchenreuther

James Nelson Fields
Joe & Marianne Fields
Paul & Karen Bolhuis
Ken & Barbara Robach Simons
Tom & Shirley McLenithan
Lou & Linda Okma
Jackie & Bob Haberling
Kevin & Deb Foster
Carol Taberski
Niki Taberski Westrick
Dolores Bonner
D.W. & Judith Schroeder
Paul & Donna Grayson
Terry & Carol Erickson
Sally & Chad Black
Ronald & Nancy Stevens
Jim & Karen Wyngarden
Mar-Les Williams
Mary Van Valin
Cheryl Cain
Richard & Marion Arps

Laurence Plester
Arno & Peg vonWalthausen

Willis Fletcher
Tam Fletcher

Yoga for Health

Warren Goodell
Harry & June Janis
Ann Grow

Gregory & Audrey Landsfeld

AnnaBelle Anderson
Hansen
Paul & Molly Nichols

*New Land Champions
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Margery Miller
Rogers
Elise Weisbach
Rosalie Karunas
Edyth Scott
Frederick & Mary Ann Stehr
Patricia Ann Sivek
TCHS Class of 51 Lunch Group
Gill Smugar
Nancy Reye & Rob Dolinka
Rhea Swan
Linda Wikle & Gail Trill
Bruce William Thayer
Patricia Hubner
Susan Stearns &
		
Frank O’Loughlin
John Winter
Denny & Fred Rohn
Peter Wolfe
Shirley Wolfe

www.gtrlc.org

FIRST-TIME DONORS

Richard & Marion Arps
Charles & Sally Black
Dolores Bonner
Rich Bowman
Cheryl Cain
Donald & Nancy Clover
Stephen & Kristen Davis
Kimberly Dittmar
Terry & Carol Erickson
Erin Fanning
Tamurla Fletcher
Mrs. John Flory
Kevin & Deb Foster
Michael & Maryanna Foster
Freedom Village
Jonathan Gennick
Paul & Donna Grayson
Ann Grow
Jackie & Bob Haberling
Gary Herbers
Daniel Hofstra
Leander Jackson

PHOTO BY MARY VAN VALIN

We extend a heartfelt thank you and grateful
welcome to the following individuals and
organizations who became new donors
to the Conservancy between July 20 and
October 30, 2010.

Stephen Lagerquist
Melisa McBrien & 		
Rammond Landes
Michael Enterprise, Inc.
Michael & Linda Norris
Louis & Linda Okma
Lindsey Osgood
Pete & Elaine Peterson
Glen Ruczynski
Diana Wege Sherogan
Ken & Barbara Robach
Simons
Kimberly Simpson
“Stanley and I are both firm believers in the importance of
Ronald & Nancy Stevens
permanently restricted endowment funds which become
Carol J. Taberski
a base of support for an organization. That is why, as we
Joanna Tombs-Wentworth considered our estate plan some years ago, we included a
Durette Upton
provision that will leave a gift to the permanently restricted
Elise Weisbach
general endowment fund of GTRLC.
Nicole Westrick
It is personally satisfying to know that our gift will be
Mar-Les Williams
there forever, spinning off its income to support the work of
Karen Wyngarden
GTRLC, whose vision for land protection is forever, long after

we are both gone.”
- Betsy Dole, Vanguard Society Member

HONORARIUMS
Paul G. Brennan
Neil & Merrie Brennan
Hal & Dorothea
Canfield
Louise Schlief
Thomas & Sandra
Skees Giaier
Mary Ann Parsons
Craig Hanson
Linda Hanson
Diana Huckle
Bud & Joyce Mims
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Bonnie Jane & Ken
Greene
Marsie & Charlie
Martien
Ellen Longmire
John & Helen Haddick
Porter & Sharon
Martin
John & Kay Martin
McMellen-Fournier
Wedding Guests
Chelsea McMellen

Linda Mulder
Amy Blair
William & Joan Olsen
Kristine O. Clark
Royce Ragland
Diana Wege Sherogan
Kenneth Timm
William Habich,
Coldwell Banker Schmidt
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Dori Turner
Amy Anderson &
Tracy Drier
Jill & Don Rickelman
Steve & Sara Loevy
Will Heelan &
Trish Snowdon
M.T. Cozzola &
Dave Belden
Molly Phinny
Wendy Gerber
Bruce & Julie Walker
Mark Nadolski, Coldwell
Banker Schmidt

Chelsea Wentworth
Fournier
Joanna Tombs-		
Wentworth
Gary & Kathryn
Wilson
Mark Nadolski, Coldwell
Banker Schmidt

VANGUARD SOCIETY

GIFTS-IN-KIND
Thank you to:

Vanguard Society members are those whose
future plans include gifts through their estates,
trusts, annuities, insurance policies and other
planned giving options.
Hal & Kathryn Armstrong

Wendy MacGaw

Christine Arvidson &
Henry Doss

Rosemary Malocsay

Ray and Karen Caloia
for donating two 14’ kayaks,
three sets of paddles,
storage stands, and a roof
rack adaptor.

Kent & Barbara Manning

Robert & Nancy Baglan
George & Merry Ball

Josephine “Jody” Marquis

Don Oleson for sharing
his pontoon boat and
his time, allowing us to
monitor Long Lake Island
conservation easements.

Diane McDonald

Ellen V. Barrows
The Estate of
Naomi T. Borwell

Mark Jaeger for the
waders.

		

Ruth W. Catton
Bob and Cindy Clement
Bonnie Craig &
Dan Sylvester
Karen Culp
Robert & Arlene Dean
Jock & Sue Denio
Michael H. Dennos
Alice J. Detzler
Betsy & Stan Dole
David & Linda Egeler
Lois Goldstein &
John Heiam

Christie McGue &
Robert Calt

		

Dick & Shirley McNally
Harriet Miller-Brown

Bill and Kathie
Halbert for the wooden
dock donation.

Bud & Joyce Mims
Betty Mitchell
John & Nancy Morrison

Dave Galligan for
skillfully videotaping the
Acme Shoreline Phase I
Celebration.

Ray & Paula Nichols
Julie Pearson
Robert W. & Ann H. Pike
Mary J. Pitcher

Paula Dreeszen for
creating and producing
the first “Preserve Steward
Handbook” to guide, inform
and help direct the work
of 80+ Preserve Stewards
throughout our 5-county
service area.

The Estate of Eula Pray
John “Jinks” Ross
Chris & Michele Shafer
Colette M. Stanish

Tom & Myrna Hitchman

D.W. & Joyce Stibbs

Anne M. Hoffa

William & Mary Todt

Bill Hyslop

Dana Vannoy

Harry & June Janis

Suzanne J. Voltz

The Rev. Dr. Kathleen
L. Kircher

Ralph A. & Margaret
vonWalthausen

Wayne & Ruthanne Kladder

Gloria Whelan

The Estate of Oscar H. Kraft

Birgit Yetter

Edith A. Krause

Ron & Marty Yocum

To the hundreds
of volunteer
colleagues who donated
their time, talent and
vision to helping meet our
stewardship goals for the
2010 field season and by
accomplishing work plans at
all levels of the organization
from staff support to board
governance.

* New members of the Vanguard Society

It is our hope to acknowledge all of our supporters,
and we apologize for errors of omission.
Please let us know if you discover an error.
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BOB AND KATHLEEN
GARVEY for hosting our
farmland event and for the
use of their incredible barn.
For supporting our many
outreach events and
celebrations, thank you:
Shoreline Fruit
for packaged chocolate
covered cherries; the
Send Bros. for the 25#
bag of sunflower seeds;
Kilwin’s Chocolates
for the salt water taffy;
Dorothy Dunville for
the 200 “Acme Shoreline
2010” wine glasses;
Grand Traverse
County and the
Send Bros for delicious
corn; Edmondson
Orchards/Fruit Dock
for the donation of apples.
Jim Barnes/Crystal
Lake Catering
Company for a fabulous
luncheon at our staff
training.
Abonmarche for
providing drafting services
to create concept drawings
for the Arcadia Marsh
project.
To talented photographers
Dagmar Cunningham,
John Robert Williams,
Todd L. Church,
Mary Van VAlin and
ANGIE LUCAS for providing
the photos for this issue
of Landscript.
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We’ve changed the
format of Landscript and
welcome your feedback.
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Send your comments to
Jennifer Jay,
Director of Communications,
jjay@gtrlc.org
or call 231-929-7911

Each moment of the
year has its own beauty.
– RALPH WALDO EMERSON

